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For the purposes of this presentation, fuel management refers to non-obligatory
actions to reduce the likelihood and intensity of fire to protect structures, forests or
resource values within or outside the woodlot licence. Hazard assessment and
abatement are obligatory actions to assess and reduce the wildfire hazard postharvest. The wildland-urban interface can be thought of as the areas where
residential areas infringe into the forest, and they are defined as areas with more
than six structures per square kilometre. Structures can include homes and other
outbuildings, powerlines, fences, etc.
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Fuel management reduces the risk and severity of a forest fire by reducing the
surface fuel loading, removing ladder fuel and generally enabling suppression
activities. Here’s an example of before and after fuel management treatments in the
dry Interior Douglas-fir forest surrounding Williams Lake.
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Fuel management can reduce the likelihood and intensity of a wildfire. It is important
to note all vegetation will burn, so the risk is not will never be zero. However if a fire
does occur, it will reduce the intensity and increase the ability to control or suppress
it.
Fuel management can protect structures such as homes adjacent to the woodlot
licence. This could be your home or outbuildings.
It can also protect your woodlot licence from a fire that starts outside of it, by
reducing the intensity of a fire and increasing the ability to suppress it.
Fuel management activities can be very selective on specific areas of your woodlot –
100m adjacent to the structure, with the most intensive treatments within 10-30m of
the structure
Fuel management is just another form of density management – it can increase the
piece size and value per log in the future, yet likely reduced volume per hectare on
treated areas
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There are several key elements of fuel management to effectively reduce wildfire
threat on an area. These include crown separation, often achieved only through a
commercial harvest; tying into points of control such as a road or an area with a
lower wildfire risk to enable wildfire suppression efforts in the event of a wildfire;
removing surface fuels; removing ladder fuels; and burning to remove fine surface
fuels.
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Removing surface loaded material can be done manually, or with equipment.
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Forwarders can also be effective for moving small material
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Removing ladder fuels – or raising the crown height - reduces the chance that a fire
on the ground will carry up to the crown of the tree or stand. This is usually done by
pruning, often to a height of 3-5m.
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Burning of piles is mandatory and doing a surface burn removes fine fuels.
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The finished product – crowns that are separated, surface and ladder fuels removed.
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A woodlot licensee may want to avoid fuel management for several reasons.
Primarily, it may not be compatible with your goals on the WL (i.e. growing timber). It
may be inconsistent with your management plan or woodlot licence plan. It may
render an area below stocking standards in your WLP. It may be contrary to a wildlife
tree strategy or other objectives. It may leave an area susceptible to blowdown,
insects or disease or erosion due to less vegetative cover. The presence of root
disease may preclude the ability to partial cut. Overall, it may be too complex or too
much hassle to separate commercial harvest phase from the fuel management phase.
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You may receive pressures from others to carry out fuel management on your WL.
For example, district staff, BC Wildfire Service, local governments or First Nations may
propose primary fuel breaks or treatments on your woodlot licence. You as the
licensee need to consider the impact to timber supply, and the impact to other
resource values that you have already made commitments to in your management
plan or WLP. If you do agree to a treatment on your WL, you many need to amend
your WLP to address such things as stocking standards, wildlife tree strategies or
other previous commitments. You will also want to be aware of the implications if the
fuel management treatment is proposed for an area with yet to be fulfilled
obligations such as regeneration or free growing. It should be noted that even if a
treatment is being done under a government program, there are many costs that will
likely be incurred by the woodlot licensee. More on that to come.
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For many, but not all stands, often a commercial timber harvest is needed before the
fuel management phase to effectively reduce the fuel hazard. The commercial timber
harvest and all associated costs are the obligation of the woodlot licensee. The fuel
management phase is funded, therefore phases must be kept separate. After timber
harvest is complete, three things must be completed before the funded fuel
management phase begins:
§Waste assessment, and abatement if there is a time lapse between
harvesting and fuel mitigation treatment that it is required
§Fire hazard assessment and abatement
§A silviculture survey to determine that you have maintained stocking for
intermediate cutting
Authorization under FRPA s.52 is needed to carry out the fuel management phase.
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The funding situation for fuel management has changed rapidly over the past few
years, and is currently undergoing further changes. The Forest Enhancement Society
of BC has funded much of the work in the past 2-3 years, however their role appears
to be sunsetting. The Community Resiliency Investment Program funds fuel
management work within municipalities, and only local governments and First
Nations can apply. MFLNRORD will likely be taking on the primary funding role in the
future. Other funding sources that contribute towards different activities that may
partially reduce fuel hazards include Red Cross, United Way, Forests for Tomorrow,
Habitat Conservation Trust Fund and FireSmart Canada.
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In summary, the decision to undertake non-obligatory fuel management is yours as a
woodlot licensee. Understand the benefits for you, your neighbours, your obligations,
the risks, the costs and make an informed decision based on the facts. Don’t be
swayed by misinformation.
See the FBCWA website for a reference document and a checklist
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